MAUS Stixx Pro
Art no 1350-1
Why is MAUS Stixx Pro such a great compliment to MAUS
Stixx? The unique features of the MAUS Stixx Pro make it a
smarter solution for larger enclosures. This is due to the lower
activation temperature, and the 100% flooding of the
extinguishing agent once activated.
This happens when the heat detecting cable is activated by
exposure to a flame or when the unit reaches 180°C. The
extinguishing agent will quickly flood the protected space to
suppress the fire.The extinguishing agent consists of a non-toxic,
environmentally friendly, patented potassium mix that will interrupt
the chemicals in the fire and instantly kill it. The green circles on
the diagram of the MAUS Stixx Pro highlight the heat detecting
cable ports, while the remaining ports are designed to release the
extinguishing agent. The MAUS Stixx Pro is maintenance free.
A simple, 5 second installation that can potentially save lives
and millions of pounds in damages.
Advantages:
- Non pressurized product.
- 100% flooding when activated.
- Low temperature activation.
- 5 second installation.
- Extremly small.
- Requires no maintenance.
- Leaves no extinguishing residues (will not harm anything).
SPECIFICATIONS:
MAUS Pro Stixx

Fire Suppression Console

Article number:

1350-1

EAN:

7350015530157

Dimensions:

12,1 x 1,7 x 1 cm

Weight:

26g

Product life:

5 years (6 years shelf life)

Discharge time:

≤5s

Protected area:

0,1 m3 (H100 x W50 x D20 cm)

Activation Temperature:

170°C±10°C

Operational Temperature:

-30°C - 70°C

Units per box:

1

Remember!
The MAUS Pro Stixx needs 5-10 cm space at the ports
to allow space for the release of the extinguishing gas.
The unit is designed for closed compartment and is not
designed for open spaces which do not allow the
extinguishing agent to operate as designed.
Ventilated enclosures are not ideal for this technology.
Application:
Firstly, identify where the MAUS Stixx Pro is to be sited,
either on the wall or inner ceiling of the enclosure.
Then peel the plastic protective cover from the back and
apply the MAUS Stixx Pro. The strong adhesive will keep
the MAUS Stixx Pro in place for the product’s lifespan.
It really is a simple, 5 second installation.
Locations
Most electrical environments including:
- Electrical distribution Boards
- Control Panels
- Servers
- Enclosed spaces with the potential to become a fire
hazard

MAUS™ is a registered trademark owned by Falkenheim Invest AB. Since 2015 MAUS have equipped the Swedish Police, the government owned postal service PostNord, Sandvik, Anticimex,
corporate cars from Audi, VW, Volvo and Skoda with their products and innovative technology. Falkenheim Invest AB headquarter is based in Lidköping, Sweden.

www.mausxtin.com

